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ABSTRACT

The problem of robust beamformer design in the pre�
sence of moving sources is considered� A new techni�
que based on a generalization of the constrained mini�
mum variance beamformer is proposed� The method
explicitly takes into account changes in the scenario due
to the movement of the desired and interfering sour�
ces� requiring only estimation of the desired DOA� Com�
puter simulations show that the resulting performance
constitutes a compromise between interference and noise
rejection� computational complexity� and sensitivity to
source movement�

� INTRODUCTION

The use of spatial diversity in wireless communicati�
ons has recently received considerable attention ��������
Speci�cally� base station antenna arrays combined with
adaptive beamforming techniques o	er the possibility
of increased channel capacity and wider area coverage�
The general goal is that of exploiting the spatial dimen�
sion 
i�e�� the fact that co�channel users are located at
di	erent points in space� to combat interference� noise�
and multipath fading of the desired signal�
In some systems� the beamformer is designed using

data taken over some short time interval� The weights
are then held constant over some generally longer inter�
val before being updated in response to changes in the
scenario� This may be due to the lack of a continually
available beamformer reference and�or limited compu�
tational resources� Such is the case� for example� in the
uplink 
mobile to basestation� of temporal reference be�
amforming 
TRB� systems ��� The training sequence
used in the design of the beamformer is only available
over a small fraction of the entire data frame length�
The resulting beamformer weights are frozen and used
for the remainder of the frame in spite of changes in
the scenario� Moreover� in both TRB and spatially re�
ferenced beamformer 
SRB� systems� the use of frozen
weights may be desired so as to avoid the additional
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complexity of continuous updating� Another example is
found in time division duplex 
TDD� systems when the
uplink beamformer is used during the subsequent down�
link 
basestation to mobile� ��� in an e	ort to improve
reception at the mobile�
The minimum rate at which the beamforming weights

are updated depends on the speed with which the sce�
nario changes� The performance of some beamformers
can be seriously degraded when this updating rate is
not su�ciently high� Consider� for example� the use
of the optimum minimum variance beamformer when
the additive sensor noise power is low compared to the
desired� signal�of�interest 
SOI� power which� in turn� is
lower than the power of the interfering signals�not�of�
interest 
SNOI�s�� The optimum beamformer will often
place sharp� deep nulls at the SNOI directions of arri�
val 
DOA�s� in order to maximize the output signal to
noise plus interference ratio 
SINR�� However� output
SINR can be severely degraded if source movement is
signi�cant relative to the beamformer update rate�
This paper considers the problem of robust beamfor�

mer design in the presence of sources that move over the
interval during which its weights are held constant� A
new method based on a generalization of the minimum
variance beamformer employing a stochastic model for
the movement of the sources is proposed� The resulting
array response pattern possesses broad nulls in the di�
rections of the SNOI�s and is therefore less sensitive to
changes in the SNOI DOA�s� The approach is similar
to that presented in ��� for non�moving scattered sour�
ces� which requires a full parametric characterization of
the scenario 
SOI and SNOIs�� However we consider
the case of point sources with movement and propose a
beamformer which requires only DOA estimation of the
SOI� Computer simulations have been included to show
that the method strikes a good compromise between
SINR and robustness in the presence moving sources�

� PROBLEM FORMULATION

��� Model and Optimum Beamforming

Consider a single narrow band desired signal�of�interest

SOI� in the far��eld of an array of M sensors in the



presence ofN�� co�channel SNOI�s and additive� white�
circular Gaussian noise� The M dimensional snapshot
vector at snapshot time index k is modeled as a sum of
desired� interfering and noise components�
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�� denotes the Mx� steering vector as a
function of DOA� s�
k� and sm
k�� m � f�� � � � � N � �g�
represent the SOI and the N � � SNOI�s at time k�
Lastly� n
k� denotes the Mx� additive noise vector at
time k� Assuming that all the sources are mutually un�
correlated� the correlation matrix of the array snapshot
is given by�
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where 
��H denotes conjugate transpose� and explicit de�
pendence on the time index k has been and will be sup�
pressed where possible� �� and �m� m � f�� � � � � N ��g�
denote the power of the SOI and the N � � SNOI�s�
respectively� �� denotes the sensor noise power� The
output SINR is de�ned as�
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The optimum minimum variance beamforming 
which
also maximizes the SINR� is de�ned as the solution of
the following constrained minimization problem�

minwHRyw subject to wHRdw � ��� 
��

As the matrix Rd is of rank one� the optimum
beamformer can be expressed simply as wo �
R��
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�
aH 
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�
� For high signal�to�

noise ratio 
SNR�� relatively low signal�to�interference
ratio 
SIR�� and N � � � M � the output SINR will
be very high� The array response pattern magnitude�
de�ned by jG 
��j � ��wHa 
��

��� is such that the SNOI
components will probably be almost perfectly nulled� �

jG 
�m�j � �� m � f�� � � � � N � �g� Alternatively� for
comparable SNR and SIR levels� the optimum beamfor�
mer will maximize output SINR by likely attenuating

rather than nulling� the SNOI�s to some level beneath
that of the SOI�

�Note� however� that this is less likely to be true for moderate
or low SNR when one or more SNOI�s are close in angle relative to
the array resolution� to the SOI� This is because a null so close to
the SOI can produce high sidelobe levels elsewhere in the response
which amplify the additive noise term�

��� Problem Statement

In general� for a beamformer designed to function in
a given scenario� subsequent movement of the sources
will decrease performance dramatically� This is speci�
ally true in those scenarios where an small pointing error
caused by the movement of the SOI can lead to signal
attenuation e	ects� and where an small movement of the
SNOIs will seriously degrade output SINR because deep
nulls are placed at the initial SNOI locations� Although
this problem can often be ameliorated by imposing ad�
ditional constraints on the beamformer to broaden the
mainlobe and nulls ��� this solution would require accu�
rate� frequently updated estimates of the SOI and SNOI
DOA�s� f�mgN��

m��� Thus� the problem addressed in this
paper is how to broaden the main lobe and the nulls

without knowledge of the SNOI DOA�s� The resulting
beamformer� while o	ering sub�optimum SINR perfor�
mance� is to possess greater robustness in the presence
of source motion�

� EFFECT OF SOURCE MOTION

To quantify the loss in performance due to source mo�
tion� such movement is modeled as a zero mean Gaussian
random walk in angle�
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It is easy to show that the resulting angle trajectories
are then random processes of mean �m
�� and time�
dependent variance ���m
k� � k��rm� A covariance ma�
trix averaged over angle can now be de�ned as�
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where p
�j�� �� is the probability density function of a
real Gaussian random variable of speci�ed mean and
variance� The above expression is identical to that of a
spatial channel model used to describe local scattering
in mobile communications applications ������� For theM
element linear uniform array with inter�element sensor
spacing d� 
�� may be written as ����
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where �� 
��T � and ���pq respectively denote the Schur �
Hadamard element�by�element matrix product� the vec�
tor transpose operation� and the pqth element of a ma�
trix� The corresponding SINR 
SINR averaged over
angle� for this scenario at time k at the output of a be�
amformer designed at time k� 
i�e�� which uses data up
to time k�� is de�ned as�
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where � � k� � k� The SINR is expected to decrease as
k�k� increases 
i�e�� as more time elapses between when
the beamformer is designed and when it is used�� The
next section proposes a new robust beamformer� wr
��
which� if designed at time k� � � with the intention
of being used over the interval k � f�� � � � �Kg� o	ers
the following compromise with respect to the optimum
beamformer�

SINR �K�wo� � SINR �k�wr� 
���

� SINR ���wo� � SINR �wo�

where all beamformers are designed at k� � �� That is�
as the sources move with time� the robust beamformer
will perform better than the optimum beamformer but
at the cost of suboptimum initial performance�

� ROBUST BEAMFORMING

The robust beamformer presented in this section will
be based on the source motion model as re�ected in the
averaged covariance matrix of 
���� The e	ect of the as�
sociated �DOA spreading matrix� as de�ned in 
�� is
to smear or spread the point sources over intervals cente�
red on the initial 
k � �� DOA�s� A beamformer which
is designed to be robust in presence of source motion
should take this smearing e	ect into account in order to
create broad nulls for the interfering users� To this end
we can de�ne the optimum robust minimum variance

i�e� maximum SINR� beamformer as the solution of
the following constrained minimization problem�

minwHRyw subject to wHRdw � �� 
���

It is well known that the maximum of 
��� can be solved
using generalized eigenanalysis�

Rdwr � 	maxRywr 
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where emax denotes the generalized eigenvector associ�
ated with the maximum eigenvalue 	max of the corres�
ponding matrix pencil� This beamformer should have
the e	ect of broadening the potentially sharp nulls that
would have been placed over the SNOI�s by the ordi�
nary optimum beamformer� The spreading matrix 
��

is a function of source DOA at k � � and random walk
variance for each source� To avoid estimation of the DO�
A�s of the SNOI�s and the random walk variances of all
the sources� consider a pessimistic� worst case spreading
matrix�

�Q�pq � e����d�p�q�	�K��
rmax 
���

where ��rmax is an upper bound on the random walk
variance� Then the average covariance matrices can be
computed as follows�
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Finally an estimate of Rd
�� is obtained using an esti�
mate of the SOI angle ��
�� 
supplied by a DOA tracking
algorithm ���� in 
��� and an estimate of Ry
�� is obtai�
ned directly using data taken over some interval during
which all source angles does not change signi�cantly�
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We �nally note that the proposed robust beamfor�

mer involves a norm constraint 
��� with respect to
the average desired covariance matrix� placed on the
weight vector� While the problem of optimization with
linear constraints can be solved by using dynamic adap�
tive methods such as the generalized side lobe canceller

GSLC�� the development of adaptive methods to solve
the present problem is more di�cult� This issue and
the dynamic adaptive computation of ��rmax is left for
future work�

� RESULTS

Computer simulations results now illustrate the perfor�
mance of the new technique� Consider N � � sources

one SOI and three SNOI�s� impinging on a uniform li�
near array of M � � sensors with half�wavelength inter�
element spacing� The initial DOA�s of the SOI and the
three SNOI�s at time k � � are� respectively� ��
�� � ���
��
�� � ��� ��
�� � ���� and �

�� � ����� The source
powers are� �� � �� �� � �� � �
 � �� The sensor
noise power is �� � ����� The resulting SNR�s for the
four sources are ��dB for the SOI and �dB for each of
the three SNOI�s� The corresponding SINR is ���dB�
The performance of the proposed beamformer is consi�
dered over a period of K � ��� output samples whe�
rein the sources undergo random walks in angle with
time K standard deviation parameters�

p
K�r� � �����p

K�r� � �����
p
K�r
 � ����� and

p
K�r� � ����� The

new technique is applied to this scenario assuming
p
K�

�rmax of 
��� is set to ��� Fig� � shows the broad nulls
placed by the robust beamformer around the angles of
the interferences compared against the sharp nulls cre�
ated by the conventional optimum beamformer� Fig�
 compares the average output SINR as a function of
time from which the beamformer is designed for the op�
timum and the robust beamformer� It is seen that alt�
hough the optimum beamformer designed at time k � �



yields very high initial performance� this steadily degra�
des with time as the SNOI�s move further away from the
nulls present in the array response pattern� On the ot�
her hand� the robust beamformer performance remains
roughly constant with time� initially somewhat inferior
to that of the optimum beamformer designed at k � ��
but quickly o	ering greatly improved performance as a
function of time due to the wider nulls present in its
array response pattern� Fig� � shows the e	ect of the
sensor noise power on output SINR at time k � K� As
expected the robust beamformer performance gain di�
minishes as input SNR decreases� Lastly Fig� � shows
the time k � ��� performance as the initial 
k � ��
DOA of the �rst SNOI approaches that of the SOI� As a
broad null is created at the SNOI angle� the SOI is also
attenuated if the SNOI and SOI angles are near� The�
refore the robust beamformer performance gain worsens
as the angular separation decreases�
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Figure �� Array response patterns�
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Figure � Output SINR vs� time�
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Figure �� Output SINR vs� SNR�

� CONCLUSION

A new method for the design of beamformers which are
robust in the presence of source motion was presented�
The technique is useful in applications such as mobile
communications where the beamforming weights are fro�
zen for some length of time 
despite changes in the sce�
nario� before being updated� Broad null are placed at
the angles of arrival of the interfering users without re�
quiring estimation of them� The resulting performance
has been shown to constitute a trade�o	 between out�
put SINR� computational complexity� and sensitivity to
source movement�
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